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I. INTRODUCTION
The question of military compensation is a complex one
and one that has received increasing attention in recent years.
The compensation package as a whole is a major motivator for
prospective volunteers. An individual's perception of the com-
pensation package greatly impacts on the reenlistment decision.
How much compensation is adequate to attract and retain quali-
fied personnel is a vital issue for all the military services.
The cost of the compensation package to maintain a standing
peacetime force of two million volunteers is of vital impor-
tance to every tax payer in this country.
At present, military members are compensated using a system
of pay and allowances. The compensation package includes basic
pay, allowances for quarters and subsistence (either in kind
or cash), medical care, commissary and exchange priviledges,
reenlistment bonuses, special hazardous duty pays, and retire-
ment benefits. Basic pay is the same for individuals working
in the same specialty in the same paygrade and with the same
time in service. However, their utilization of the remainder
of the compensation can vary depending on such factors as pay-
grade, occupational specialty-rate, marital status, time in
service, number of dependents, his family's general health,
his duty assignment, and his intentions of making a career of
military service. Because of these factors, individuals who

are working side by side doing the same duties often receive
drastically different levels of compensation and as a result
have different perceptions of the adequacy of military compen-
sation in general. These perceptions can then have a major
impact on the individual's overall level of satisfaction with
military service and their reenlistment decision. The policy
of different pay for similar work raises an obvious question
of the equity of the present pay system.
Another area of concern under the present system is that
the compensation package has been developed by Congress over
a great many years and by bits and pieces of legislation. It
is definitely not part of some master plan to provide the best
compensation system possible. The individual military member
has little choice as to what benefits are available. Military
medical care is prescribed for all members. Dependent medical
care is only realized as a benefit if the member has dependents
who require care. Often members can not chose between cash
and in-kind quarters and subsistence allowances. The commis-
sary/exchange system provides savings for the military consumer
but may be located such that utilization of this benefit is
inconvenient. The overall result is that individual members
may discount the value of portions of the compensation package
that they do not use or do not wish to use. As a result, mon-
eys spent to provide these benefits are in part wasted.
The present military pay system, as developed over the years,
emphasizes the paternal responsibilities of the military to its
8

members. The pattern has "been to pay a relatively low amount
of military compensation in the form of cash and to provide
the rest of the compensation as allowances in very specific
areas. The implication is that the average service member
could not handle his own affairs if paid a straight salary and
given the option of picking specific benefits. At one time
this policy fit the norms and expectations of society. My
hypothesis is that as society has changed so has the desirabil-
ity of having a rigid pay and allowances system. I feel that
individuals would now prefer to have greater freedom in decid-
ing where and how to utilize the moneys spent on them as com-
pensation by the military.
The major thrust of this thesis is towards determining the
opinions of a cross-section of Coast Guard personnel concerning
certain specific compensation areas, i.e., medical care, housing
and subsist-ence allowances, and commissary/exchange benefits,
These benefits can be categorized as the military's fringe
benefit package. The areas of basic pay, the bonus system,
and the retirement system will not be addressed. The question
of the appropriate level of compensation in any area will also
not be addressed. Given the level of spending at present in
the areas under study, the intent of this study is to determine
the form of the benefit package that would maximize the value
of moneys spent on compensation to current Coast Guard personnel.
The thesis will be divided into specific chapters. Chapter
II will review the results and recommendations of the many pay

panels formed to review military pay in recent years. Chapter
II will also review the literature concerning appropriate com-
pensation packages for all organizations. Chapter III will
discuss the methodology used to determine the opinions of a
cross-section of Coast Guard personnel concerning the compen-
sation areas under study. Chapter IV will set forth the over-
all distribution of responses from the responding population.
Chapter V will analyze the results in an attempt to determine
the population's preferences in specific areas of compensation
Chapter VI will attempt to draw conclusions concerning prefer-
ences for compensation alternatives and based on these con-





A. REQUIREMENTS FOR REWARD SYSTEMS
The purpose of any organization's compensation system is
to attract and retain sufficient numbers of qualified person-
nel in order to insure the satisfactory completion of the or-
ganization's mission. From the organization's viewpoint,
compensation levels and procedures should be fair to its
members but also cost effective. [Ref. 1:357] Optimally,
moneys spent on compensation should be allocated in such a
way as to provide adequate levels of satisfaction for employees
at minimum cost to the organization.
The satisfaction of individuals with the rewards received
in a work situation depends on many different factors. An
individual compares what he receives for his task to his ex-
pectation of what should be received. If the individual feels
that his reward is too little, he feels dissatisfied and will
terminate his employment if there is no prospect of changing
his level of compensation. On the other hand, individuals
tend to reevaluate upward the value of their services if their
compensation exceeds their expectations. [Ref. 2:164]
Individuals also compare their compensation to the compen-
sation received by other workers in similar jobs. This com-
parison can be made to employees within the same organization
or with other organizations. An individual is satisfied if
11

his rewards are equal or higher than those received by others
in similar circumstances. [Ref. 2: 165]
Any wage structure sets up differentials in pay for employ-
ees if one level of employees is paid more than another level.
The question of equity is involved in determining if the dif-
ferences in pay are felt to be justified by the employees. Is
one level more skilled and proficient in job performance? Does
one level of employee have more responsibility for production
than do other levels? For a reward system to be effective,
the employees must judge the resulting pay differentials
equitable. [Ref. 3:481]
Individuals also differ as to what specific rewards or com-
bination of rewards is preferred or valued as compensation.
Satisfaction depends on how closely an individual's desired
form of compensation is met by the organization. [Ref. 2:165-166]
Studies have shown, for example, that married men do not
desire more time off the job, while unmarried men do. [Ref.
4:17-28] Another study indicated that women value pay less
comparatively than do men. Women were found to value work
atmosphere more highly than pay. There is also evidence that
emphasis on salary levels decreases as an employee gets older.
[Ref. 5:47-48]
The result of differences in desires concerning pay and
a general pay policy for all employees is that money is spent
that is not valued by the recipients. Because it is not valued,
the moneys spent will not serve to increase pay satisfaction
12

of the employees at all. The organization would therefore
realize absolutely no return on their investment. [Ref. 5:253]
Much has been said about the level of pay satisfaction of
employees. Is it really important that they feel satisfied
for effective operations? Pay dissatisfaction in the civilian
sector has been shown to result in strikes, grievances, absen-
teeism, turnover, and low job satisfaction. Obviously strikes
would result in large money losses. However, problems with
absenteeism and turnover also result in large financial losses
for any organization. Absenteeism lowers the level of produc-
tion. Turnover costs an organization in many ways. Production
decreases during the interim between an employee's departure
from a position and a replacement being hired. There are also
the hidden costs of recruitment and training. The new employee
also slowly picks up skills over a period of time before be-
coming as proficient in performance as the previous employee
who had been on the job for a lengthy period of time. [Ref.
5:2^9]
If pay satisfaction levels are important, what should an
organization do to raise what is perceived to be low levels of
pay satisfaction? An obvious answer would be to give everyone
an across the board salary increase. This would definitely
increase the organization's level of satisfaction. This action
would also greatly increase the company's level of expenditures
for labor. Another method of increasing pay satisfaction would
be to insure that employees value every expenditure already
13

being made for them by the organization. A relatively recent
method to achieve this goal is the cafeteria-style wage plan.
A cafeteria-style wage plan is based on the premise that
the average employee undervalues the fringe benefits that are
provided by any organization. The company's investment is
again not getting an adequate return in the form of pay satis-
faction. The cafeteria-style wage plan calls for the organi-
zation to set forth how much it is willing to spend to compensate
each employee. This figure should be the sum of the employee's
salary and the moneys spent by the company to provide all fringe
benefits for the individual employee. The employee can then
chose how much of the total compensation package he wants to
receive in cash and how much he desires to go to provide various
fringe benefits. The employee can chose specific levels of
coverage from the fringe benefits selected. In theory, the
employee would have a much better appreciation of the total
amount of money allocated for compensation and money would be
spent only on benefits that are valued by the individual employee.
These factors combined should increase pay satisfaction for each
employee. [Ref. 5*254]
A cafeteria-style wage plan would obviously increase the
requirement for administrative support to manage each indivi-
dual' s selections. However, today's pay branches of most large
organizations can, with the great assistance of central compu-
ters, handle the additional workload. [Ref. 2: 180-182]
14

Another concern of the organization might be that all em-
ployees will take all compensation in the form of cash and be
unprepared to cope with an emergency such as hospitalization
or lengthy illness. Research in this area has indicated that
most employees, who are given the opportunity to allocate their
full compensation, will select adequate coverage from fringe
benefits to cover emergencies. The employee is in the posi-
tion of being responsible for his pay decisions. Obviously,
this choice of compensation can deeply affect an individual's
life style and ability to withstand times of problems. Indivi-
duals react to the gravity of this situation by making well
considered, responsible decisions on compensation. This re-
search also revealed a tendency by both company officers and
union officials to overestimate employees' desires for more
cash. Employees were definitely interested in other forms of
compensation - various fringe benefits - besides cash. [Ref.
6:509-517]
Concern over each individual employee's ability to select
appropriate levels of such fringe benefits as health and life
insurance or retirement funds by the organization's leadership
is an indication of paternalistic attitudes. At one time, it
was common business practice for the owners of a company to
assume a position of patriarch for all employees. The owner,
because of his greater education, experience, and economic
know-how, could make much better decisions concerning necessary
fringe benefits than could the average employee. The recent
15

trend has been to suppress any actions that appear paternal-
istic. Employer's actions which were intended to assist em-
ployees have resulted in employee resentment. [Ref. 3 : 51^]
Individuals need to feel in control of, at least to some degree,
their life. Their sense of satisfaction with themselves and
their own importance is tied to the number of areas in which
they can control the outcome of their life's experiences. The
ultimate result of individuals feeling that they have no control
of their lives has been shown to be aggression against the
system that has made them powerless. [Ref. 7:5-6]
Other research has indicated that any individual's predic-
tion of the desires of others is affected by that individual's
personal preferences. As a result, union officers have been
shown to negotiate extensively for benefit packages that were
not valued by the general union membership. Some companies,
General Electric for example, have surveyed their employees to
more accuragely determine compensation preferences of rank and
file members. These companies have then been able to negoti-
ate agreements that more closely met the needs of employees
than what programs were requested by their union. [Ref. 6:
509-510] If union officials are out of touch with the desires
of the average employee, then an organization's top management
is in that much worse of a position to try to predict accurately
the needs and desires of all employees.
16

B. PRESENT COAST GUARD COMPENSATION POLICIES
This section will attempt to outline current United States
Coast Guard compensation policies for active duty personnel.
Specifically, policies concerning subsistence allowances,
quarters allowances, commissary/exchange priviledges, and med-
ical benefits will be discussed.
The subsistence allowance is intended to provide for the
food cost of each service member. The service member can
receive this allowance in the form of a cash allowance or actual
meals provided by military food preparation facilities. Offi-
cers always receive the allowance in cash. Enlisted personnel
can request to receive the allowance in cash. Commands have
the right to deny requests to mess separately. Enlisted per-
sonnel who are assigned to units that do not have food prepar-
ation facilities always receive their subsistence allowance
in cash. This allowance is called regular Basic Allowance for
Subsistence (BAS). Enlisted personnel assigned to shore com-
mands which do have food preparation facilities may be author-
ized to mess separately. Personnel receiving permission would
then receive a cash allowance called Comrats. Official policy
recommends that each shore command grant Comrats to the maxi-
mum extent practical. To qualify for Comrats an enlisted member
must request to mess separately and not eat a majority of his
meals at the command's messing facilities. Members on Comrats
must pay for meals consumed from the command's mess.
17

On the other hand, enlisted personnel who are assigned to
ships which have messing facilities are required to receive
their subsistence allowance in the form of actual meals. As
a result, even when in home port for extended periods, members
assigned to ships must either eat their meals on board or for-
feit their subsistence allowance. Present policy for officers
embarked on ships requires that they pay for all government
meals consumed. Officers still receive their subsistence allow-
ance in cash.
Studies have indicated that enlisted personnel do not highly
value their in-kind subsistence allowance. A study revealed
that approximately 50 percent of those personnel receiving their
subsistence allowance in actual meals opted not to eat at the
government messing facility. Reasons for avoiding military
meals even when other meals must be purchased out of base pay
vary among members. However, common themes are: inconvenient
meal hours, unpleasant atmosphere for eating, or poor tasting
food. [Ref. 8:5^]
The Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ) is intended to pro-
vide for each service member's housing needs. Like the subsis-
tence allowance, the quarters allowance can be received in the
form of cash or actual government quarters. The cash Basic
Allowance for Quarters varies for each paygrade . The more
senior grades receive more BAQ money. Within each paygrade,
there is one allowance for bachelor personnel and a separate
rate for those personnel with dependents. In each paygrade,
18

the allowance for quarters for those personnel with dependents
is greater than that paid members with no dependents.
A new allowance provides additional money for those members
assigned to areas with high housing costs. This new allowance
is the Variable Housing Allowance (VHA) . This allowance is
received only by those personnel residing in civilian housing.
As with BAQ, VHA rates vary for each paygrade. VHA also has
different rates for married personnel and those personnel with
no dependents.
Coast Guard Headquarters has published specific adequacy
standards for both bachelor and family military housing. Each
command has the responsibility for determining the adequacy
for occupancy of all quarters under their control. Personnel
may be required to occupy adequate government quarters that
are empty.
It is my experience that there is usually excess demand for
family housing where it is available. This excess demand pro-
vides married individuals with the option of waiting for govern-
ment quarters to become available or receiving their housing
allowance and making arrangements for civilian housing.
In my experience, there is much less of an excess demand
for bachelor quarters. Perhaps this is because many more mili-
tary personnel can be berthed per square foot of barracks than
can be housed in family housing units. Another factor contri-
buting to this phenomenon is the finding of several studies
that the rental value of family housing units is generally
19

worth much more than the member's cash housing allowance.
[Ref. 8:58] On the other hand, the rental value of bachelor
housing is generally less than the cash allowance for quarters.
[Ref. 9:B-3] These findings are highlighted by the very real
difference in the level of housing allowance paid to bachelor
and married personnel in the same paygrade
.
Government quarters for enlisted bachelor personnel are
routinely inspected by representatives of the parent command.
These inspections check for cleanliness and obedience of var-
ious barracks regulations. There regulations generally pre-
scribe rules, among others, for storage of food, limitations
on alcoholic beverages, visiting hours for guests, personal
parties, and limitations on the volume of music played by any
occupant.
Married personnel, when they do occupy government quarters,
are assigned to separate family units. There are routinely
only two command inspections associated with a family occupy-
ing government housing - the check-in and the check-out in-
spections. There is much less regulation concerning parties,
stereo volume, alcoholic beverages, food storage, etc... for
family housing than with bachelor barracks
Official policy also differs for married and bachelor per-
sonnel assigned to ships whose on board berthing has been
declared adequate. Bachelor personnel assigned to those ships
are not authorized to receive any cash housing allowance for
off-ship berthing. Married personnel assigned to these same
20

cutters occupy their bunks on board while underway and are
also entitled to separate government family housing or a cash
housing allowance.
All active duty military personnel are eligible to shop in
the commissary and exchange system. The operations of commis-
saries historically have been partially funded by Congressional
appropriations and have thus been able to provide food products
below normal civilian retail prices. The exchange system has
no funds appropriated to support it by Congress. Savings in
the exchanges are often realized because state sales taxes are
not charged on items sold. The benefits of both the commissary
and exchange systems are particularly apparent for overseas
duty stations.
The value of the commissary/exchange system again differs
between bachelor personnel and those personnel with dependents.
The more that you utilize the system, the more benefit you
realize. Obviously personnel with dependents would be expected
to spend more money at the commissary or exchange than would
bachelor personnel simply because they have more people to feed
and cloth. Therefore, personnel with dependents would realize
more of the savings provided by the commissary/exchange system.
All active duty military members are eligible for free
medical and dental care. Normally, active duty members receive
their medical and dental care from government facilities. When
government facilities are not available, any costs for medical
care are paid by the Coast Guard.
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Dependents of active duty military members are eligible
to utilize military medical facilities. Dependent care is
provided if space is available after all active duty medical
needs are met. Dependents of active duty personnel are eligible
to receive civilian medical care under the CHAMPUS program.
In-patient care is provided at a cost of $25 per hospital ad-
mission or $^.10 per day of hospital stay, whichever is greater.
There is a requirement to get a statment of non-availability
of military services for those dependents who live within forty
miles of military medical facilities. CHAMPUS will also cover
approximately 80 percent of what are judged reasonable charges
for civilian out-patient care. Each military family must pay
a minimum of $50 per person or $100 per family each year before
CHAMPUS will pay for out-patient care. Obviously, dependent
medical care is not a highly valued benefit for bachelor per-
sonel. [Ref. 8:72-73]
There are other non-monetary fringe benefits that have been
traditionally provided by the Coast Guard. Examples of these
benefits are the differences maintained between officer and
enlisted personnel for such things as clubs, housing, and
parking spaces. These differences have always served to sup-
port the distinct hierarchical structure of the military's
rank system. [Ref. 2:171-172]
C. A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE CONCERNING MILITARY COMPENSATION
There seems to have been a limitless number of commissions
and agencies studying the subject of military compensation in
22

recent years and making recommendations for future changes.
Very few of these studies have agreed with one another and very
few of the recommended changes have been made. This section
will attempt to highlight the main points of the major studies.
Particular attention will be paid to findings and recommenda-
tions concerning the allowances and fringe benefits that are
of primary interest to this study.
Several studies have advocated a major switch in overall
compensation policy from the present pay and allowances system
to a straight salary system. The exact details may vary between
studies, but the major thrust of their recommendation was to
combine base pay with the subsistence allowance, the housing
allowances and the tax advantage that results from the allow-
ances being non-taxable income. All these factors would be
combined in the straight salary system. The commissions that
recommended this change were the Hook Commission of 1 9^-7 » the
First Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation of 1967
i
the Gates Commission of 1970, and the Defense Manpower Commis-
sion in 1973* The General Accounting Office issued a document
in support of this compensation alternative as recently as
1 August 1977.
The major factors in all of these studies that led to the
recommended changes in compensation policy were visibility and
equity. The visibility issue is concerned with the ability to
compare accurately military compensation levels to civilian
pay levels. The equity issue is primarily concerned with the
23

differences in present military compensation between bachelor
personnel and those personnel with dependents.
The one sure portion of military compensation that can be
accurately compared to civilian pay is base pay. The value
of housing and subsistence allowances issued in-kind is very
difficult to judge. Service members seldom have a good idea
of the fair market value of government-provided housing and
meals. The tax advantage of allowances also varies greatly
depending on the individual service man. The more income that
an individual or family receives, the greater the tax advantage
becomes. [Ref. 10:2-4]
Another General Accounting Office study revealed a consis-
tant underestimation of total military compensation by current
military members. Approximately 40 percent of all enlisted
personnel surveyed and 20 percent of all officer personnel
surveyed underestimated their total regular military compensa-
tion (RMC). The end result of the prevalent misconception of
military compensation levels is money expended for no benefit
to the government. Compensation that is not recognized as such
is an inefficient and ineffective way to satisfy military per-
sonnel's pay desires. A General Accounting Office study con-
cluded that personnel who underestimate their pay also tend
to opt to leave military service. The study concluded that
unnecessary pay increases may be advocated to increase mili-
tary personnel retention when all that is really required is a
more accurate perception of true present day compensation
24

levels. [Ref. 10:2-4-] Regular military compensation involves
only base pay, the subsistence and housing allowances and their
tax advantage. The other fringe benefits which are even more
difficult to measure as far as actual monetary value were not
involved in the above figures. The First Quadrennial Review
of Military Compensation concluded that both officers and en-
listed personnel underestimate their career military earnings
by from 10-24 percent. The career earnings include some appor-
tionment of the military's retirement benefit to a member's
annual salary. [Ref. ll:S-5]
The equity issue is concerned primarily with the perception
that military pay is not closely tied to job performance.
Equity calls for pay to be equal for all jobs of similar skill
requirements and to increase as a member advances to more re-
sponsible senior positions. At present only 60 percent of
military compensation is directly related to services performed.
The remaining 40 percent is determined by marital status and
whether the member resides in on-base government quarters or
not. [Ref. lliS-7] A Navy study revealed that at present, the
difference between the level of basic allowance for quarters
for bachelor personnel and married personnel is greater than
the increase in pay that a member would receive by advancing
in paygrade . In other words, the present compensation system
does not adequately encourage personnel to advance to more re-
sponsible and demanding job positions. In order to advance,
an individual must complete a specific correspondence course
25

on his own off-time, work diligently while on the job in order
to be recommended for advancement and then, in most cases, suc-
cessfully compete in a service-wide examination. That same
individual, upon advancement, receives an increase in pay while
at the same time assuming greater on the job responsibilities.
The present pay system enables another individual to realize
greater economic benefits than the member who advanced by sim-
ply getting married. The present military benefit package is
especially targeted to the married member. Such benefits as
dependent medical care and the commissary/exchange system serve
to increase the difference in compensation that is related to
marital status as opposed to job performance. [Ref. 12:71]
A study by the Department of Defense in October 196^ on
military compensation attempted to ascertain how large a per-
centage of Navy and Marine Corps personnel actually utilized
portions of the fringe benefit package. A portion of the re-
sults are as follows:
Portion to receive the benefit
Total Officer Enlisted
Medical Care for Dependents ^2.9 75.0 39-0
Commissary M.O 71.6 37-3
This study reveals that at that time a great percentage of the
Navy and Marine Corps did not utilize large portions of the
military compensation package. [Ref. 12:58-59]
Another area of particular inequity is the housing policies
followed by the military service. The results of these policies
26

is a high degree of dissatisfaction among bachelors with their
quarters. One example of the different treatment in housing
is the finding by a study group for the Third Quadrennial Re-
view of Military Compensation that, worldwide, 70 percent of
married personnel receive their basic allowance for quarters
in cash as opposed to only 13 percent of bachelor personnel.
[Ref. 13=2] Another study group estimated that 11 percent of
all bachelor service members in paygrades E-5 and E-6 and 31
percent of bachelor members in paygrades E-l to E-^ have chosen
to live in civilian housing even while not eligible to receive
cash payment of BAQ. Overall approximately 72 percent of all
bachelor enlisted personnel preferred civilian quarters to
government quarters. The preference for civilian quarters was
especially noticeable in the junior paygrades - E-l to E-4.
More senior paygrades were less interested in civilian quarters,
This trend is understandable because of the increase in square
footage per man and the decrease in the number of roommates
for more senior personnel (required by the suitability direc-
tives). [Ref. 1>:38]
The BAQ and Government Furnished Quarters research paper
for the Third Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation at-
tempted to establish a level of monetary worth to service mem-
bers of receiving government quarters. The study did not
include bachelor quarters on board ship or in the field. The
study found the value of family government quarters to be
greater than the BAQ rate in general but less than the actual
27

cost to the government to provide the quarters. It was esti-
mated that family quarters are occupied voluntarily by married
service members. On the other hand, government costs to pro-
vide bachelor quarters are considerably less than the amount
of cash forfeited at the "without dependents" BAQ rate. The
value of government quarters was determined to be government
costs to provide the quarters. Overall, the value received by
bachelor service members in government quarters is less than
one-half of their forfeited BAQ. The value to married service
members of government quarters was estimated to exceed their
forfeited BAQ by 40 to 80 percent. [Ref. 14:38-59]
A change to a salary system would result in a fully tax-
able military salary and would have several distinct advantages
over the present system. Service members would realize the
exact level of their compensation and could make accurate com-
parisons to civilian alternative employment. Another benefit
hypothesized by the GAO report was a more accurate portrayal
of the full amount of money spent for military compensation.
The present pay and allowances system serves to conceal a large
portion of military compensation costs. The tax advantage of
receiving non-taxable income is not currently reflected in
military budgets. A salary system would result in this tax
advantage appearing as a budget expense. Although the tax
advantage of military members is not presently reflected in
the federal budget as an expense, it is a genuine cost to the
federal government because of lost revenues. The conversion
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to a salary system would simply recognize this cost. [Ref.
10:22-2^]
Another study by the Navy's Task Force for Retention re-
commended a change to a salary system for the reason previously
mentioned and because the change would enhance the public's
view of military members. This change in attitude would result
from military personnel paying their full share of federal and
state taxes. The study stated that the current conception of
the general public was that military members paid no taxes at
all. [Ref. 12:7^]
Three other countries of similar circumstances to the United
States have converted from a pay and allowances system to a
salary system. Australia, Canada, and the United Kingdom have
all made the change. All three countries have a volunteer
military that must compete for manpower with civilian enter-
prises. In all cases the switch has been favorably accepted
by the military and the general populus. The problems of the
pay and allowances system - poor comparability to civilian
wages and inequitable compensation differentials for bachelor
personnel - have been corrected by the salary system. [Ref.
10:9-151
In order to make the conversion to a salary system, several
issues would have to be resolved. First, the initial salary
levels would have to be established. This could be done by an
extensive comparison of military jobs to similar jobs in the
civilian economy. Any decision on pay levels based on comparison
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to civilian jobs would have to take into account some sort of
differential for the different working condition of military
jobs as opposed to the typical civilian job. Military employ-
ment involves nonpayment of overtime, strict discipline, trans-
fers, and hazards to the life of the service member. These
aspects are not common to very many civilian jobs. Another
method to establish pay levels would be to re-express present
levels of regular military compensation into a salary. This
method could be put into operation very quickly. [Ref. 10:16-21]
Another issue would involve the establishment of costs for
government provided facilities such as housing and meals. The
fair market value of the facilities would have to be established.
Another decision would have to be made whether to use the present
"with dependents" BAQ rate or to average the present "single"
and "with dependents" BAQ rates. [Ref. 10:16-21]
A conversion to a salary system would also require a change
in several other compensation policies. Such payments as re-
tirement annuity and Survivors Benefit outlays are presently
based on levels of base pay. These pay elements could be tied
to present levels of base pay when the switch to salary was
made. This separate pay scale would have to be adjusted on a
regular basis as military compensation changed over the years.
[Ref. 10:16-21]
The recommendation by the General Accounting Office for
the military to convert to a salary system was opposed by the
Department of Defense. The Defense Department stated that the
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new system would not provide for any more equal pay for equal
work than does the present pay system. A salary system was
thought to be more costly overall to the country during a time
of war. Even in peacetime, the salary system would be more
costly to DOD because of the increased size of the manpower
portion of the department's budget. The final opposition by
DOD to the proposal was that a salary system would be another
large step towards the civilianization of the military. The
thought was that under a salary system, service members would
expect a nine to five job and not be willing to tolerate the
rigors of military service. [Ref. 10:31-32]
Several recent military pay studies have supported the po-
sition on the salary issue of the Department of Defense. Both
the Third Quadrennial Review of Military Compensation and the
United States President's Commission on Military Compensation
of April, 1978 have recently recommended the retention of a
pay and allowances system in preference to a salary system.
One factor that would contribute to a recommendation to
retain the pay and allowances system was the proposed treatment
of the commissary and exchange system in the switch to a salary
program. The benefits to the service members of commissaries
and exchanges were virtually ignored by commissions which re-
commended a salary system. The First Quadrennial Review of
Military Compensation, for example, recommended converting the
commissary system to a strictly self-supporting operation by dis-
continuing all direct government subsidies. The commissary/
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exchange system would be classified a non-compensation element
under this proposal. The study estimated a total savings to
the government of $105 million in 1967 dollars. [Ref. 11:5-15]
A report study stated that in 1978, commissaries worldwide
were subsidized by an estimated $5*J4 million. This figure was
a combination of $39^- million in appropriated funds and $150
million because of the exemption from payment of federal and
state taxes. This same study estimated that the commissary
system saved eligible personnel over $8^-0 million per year.
[Ref. 15:2] A separate study estimated savings from commis-
sary and exchange purchases to be from 13 to 20 percent over
civilian outlets. [Ref. 16
: 3
]
The sheer size of the savings estimated by the above studies
provides a good indication of the probable importance of the
commissary and exchange system to the average service member.
Not surprisingly, the Department of Defense has opposed any
reduction of subsidies to the commissary system. The Defense
Department claims the commissary system is an important fringe
benefit. A Navy study in 1975 found that commissary priviledges
were rated second behind medical benefits in a listing of im-
portant fringe benefits. [Ref. 8:68] There continues to be
pressure on DOD by GAO to establish justification of the com-
missary system as an important fringe benefit. [Ref. 15*2]
One portion of the benefit package that would be retained
under either a pay and allowances system or a salary system
is medical care for active duty members and their dependents.
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A military medical system is a necessity for the services to
meet their general missions in time of war for the health care
of active duty service members. Dependent care is offered on
a space available basis. The Civilian Health and Medical Pro-
gram of the Uniformed Services (CHAMPUS) provides for partial
reimbursement for expenses incurred by dependents and retired
personnel for civilian health care if military facilities are
not available
.
Health care, in general, has grown in importance in every
organization's benefit package. Nearly all large civilian firms
provide a comprehensive medical care package. Many firms now
also offer dental care plans. The military no longer provides
the most comprehensive health care in this country. [Ref.
17:15] Medical care remains, however, as the most important
fringe benefit to service members. [Ref. 8:68]
However, there have been several studies that have indicated
widespread dissatisfaction with military medical care. One
study indicated that one of every five military beneficiaries
was dissatisfied with his health care [Ref. 17:151] Another
study in the San Diego area had the following results from a
survey of approximately 5000 enlisted service members:
Opinion of Medical Care
Jo fo %
Paygrade Sample Fair Poor Combined
E-6 142 18 38 56
E-5 350 10 30 ^o
E-4 64? 14 23 37
E-3 917 13 19 32
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This study revealed widespread dissatisfaction that increased
percentage-wise as service members advance in paygrade. [Ref.
12:1-2]
The importance of medical care to service members was re-
vealed by a survey of some 16,000 enlisted personnel. This
survey found that medical care satisfaction was an important
factor that influenced the reenlistment decision. Therefore,
increased satisfaction with medical care would result in in-
creased retention. [Ref. 12:1-2]
A review of the military health system by the U.S. Presi-
dent's Commission on Military Compensation of April, 1978 re-
vealed several problem areas. There is a general impression
among service members that they are entitled to more medical
care than is currently provided by the services. In addition,
depending on the specific location, clinics have been closed
or certain specialties such as pediatrics are not provided.
There circumstances lead to disappointments for beneficiaries
expecting services. [Ref. 17:151]
In-house care was also criticized by respondents to a 1976
DOD personnel survey. Over 4-0 percent of military personnel
preferred CHAMPUS care to military medical care if additional
cash payments were authorized. Military medical care was
critized as being slow, and of low quality. At present, if
military care is available a beneficiary has no alternative for
care unless he or she wants to assume the full burden of the
cost. Dissatisfaction with medical care is transferred to the
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service in general and works against the retention of personnel.
[Ref. 17:1533
The administration of the CHAMPUS program was also found
to be a problem area. The program bases its payments on an
out-of-date schedule of doctor and hospital charges. This
results in many physicians refusing to participate in CHAMPUS.
This in turn requires beneficiaries to pay for medical care
and then wait to be reimbursed by CHAMPUS. Any difference
between CHAMPUS' authorized payment and the actual medical
bill must be paid out of pocket by the service member. Also,
CHAMPUS claims have experienced extensive delays in processing
forcing patients to wait lengthy periods for reimbursements.
Because CHAMPUS is intended for use for dependents only when
military medical services are not available, it is a reimburse-
ment plan as opposed to a prepaid plan such as Blue Cross/Blue
Shield. The commission did not determine the cost-effectiveness
of a prepaid medical plan for the military. It did state how-
ever, that for medical care to be valued as a benefit, service
member preferences must be taken into account along with the
cost consideration. [Ref. 17:151-152]
Most of the military compensation studies noted that there
has been insufficient flexibility to cope with changes in the
civilian employment market. This lack of flexibility has led
to poor retention in many rates. Most of the studies have
recommended the retention of special pays and reenlistment
bonuses to provide some measure of flexibility in rates where
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normal military compensation has not been sufficient to retain
adequate numbers of personnel. These special pays are tar-
geted at specific military rates and not specific individuals.
A compensation plan that allowed for individual selection of
specific fringe benefits was not advocated by any of the pay
commissions. There is apparently no survey data available on






Two separate surveys were utilized in an attempt to deter-
mine the attitudes of Coast Guard personnel in regards to the
areas of compensation under consideration. The first survey-
was originated in October of 1979 by Coast Guard Headquarters
to determine the service-wide housing situation. The second
survey was generated along similar lines to the first survey
in August 1981 to gather data with regards to messing, the
commissary/exchange system, medical care, and general compen-
sation issues.
The housing survey was entitled the "Coast Guard Housing
Questionnaire" and is attached as Appendix A. This survey was
intended to be administered to all active duty Coast Guard
personnel during January 1981. The survey could be divided
into four basic parts. The first section gathered personal
information on each respondent. Specific areas covered were
paygrade, marital status, sex, and number of dependents.
The second section was intended for married personnel only.
This section determined if a member was accompanied by his
family at his present duty station. If unaccompanied by his
family, a member was querried as to preference for housing if
the family had in fact made a move to the present duty station.
Members living in inadequate government quarters and forfeiting
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all or part of their BAQ were asked if this situation was ac-
cepted in order to prevent family separation. The present
housing arrangements for each married member were also deter-
mined. There were nine different categories of housing arrange-
ments. However, these nine categories can be divided into three
main categories - utilizing government owned quarters, utilizing
government leased quarters, or residing in quarters obtained
from civilian sources. The final area covered in this section
determined how many bedrooms were provided in the member's
present housing situation.
The third section was intended for bachelor personnel only.
The first area concerned only those personnel who rented civil-
ian quarters and determined the number of roommates with whom
a member shared his housing expenses. The final question in
this section determined if a member was receiving his Basic
Allowance for Quarters in cash.
The final section of the survey was intended for all per-
sonnel. Data was collected concerning numbers of members re-
ceiving Basic Allowance for Subsistence or Comrats and also a
member's present housing costs. Members then indicated their
preference for housing at their present duty station given their
present financial situation. Choices in this area were con-
fined to either government owned quarters, government leased
quarters, civilian rented quarters, or civilian purchased
quarters. Members also evaluated the suitability of their
present quarters. If present quarters were judged unsuitable,
members could choose one or more of seven difficiency areas
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that made the housing unsatisfactory. Information was also
collected regarding the distance to the present duty station,
transportation utilized to commute to work, and commuting time
from each member's present residence. The final area of this
section gathered data on means of initially locating the present
residence, use of the sponsor program, and approximate out-of-
pocket expenses incurred during the last permanent change of
station move.
The second survey was generated to provide data similar
to the housing survey in the other areas of compensation under
consideration. The survey was entitled "Compensation Question-
naire"1 and is attached as Appendix B. This survey could be
divided into five basic sections. The first section gathered
identifying personal data with regards to present paygrade
,
marital status, and number of dependents.
The second section was concerned with government messing
facilities and messing policies. This section was intended to
be completed only by enlisted personnel. Members indicated if
they were receiving BAS or Comrats and if their present assign-
ment was aboard a ship with a separate on-board messing facil-
ity. Members also indicated what proportion of their meals
were provided by government facilities and whether the govern-
ment food service was judged to be suitable given their present
locale and duty assignment. If the services were unsuitable,
members could choose between five different difficiency areas
or write-in additional problem areas. The next question asked
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members if they preferred a short-order grill mess hall to one
which prepared meals from published menus. The final area
covered in this section was intended only for those personnel
not presently receiving BAS or Comrats. Respondents chose
between maintaining the present messing system or receiving a
cash subsistence allowance and utilizing civilian food sources.
The third section of the second survey started by deter-
mining travel time to the nearest commissary and the percentage
of grocery shopping done at commissaries. Members then indi-
cated if the commissary utilized was often crowded and if the
commissary was more conveniently located to their residence
than were civilian stores. Members indicated their preference
for either the present commissary system or an alternative
system which provided for a monthly cash increase to provide
for cash savings previously provided by commissaries and re-
quired members to shop at civilian markets. Members also in-
dicated the percentage of their other shopping currently done
at military exchanges. Information was gathered concerning
whether the military exchange or a civilian retail store was
more conveniently located to each member's residence. Respon-
dents then indicated if the exchange system could be discontinued
without serious effect on their present lifestyle.
The fourth section was concerned with military medical care
for active duty members and dependents. Members indicated their
preferences for civilian or military medical care for their
dependents. Members indicated if civilian medical facilities
^0

were more conveniently located to their residence than were
military facilities. Members evaluated the suitability of
their present medical care and indicated problem areas if care
was determined to be unsuitable. The final area covered in
this section requested members to chose between the present
military medical system for active duty care and an alternative
system which utilized civilian facilities and a pre-paid health
coverage similar to Blue Cross/Blue Shield.
The final section of the survey addressed general compen-
sation issues regarding the entire military compensation system.
Members judged the equity of the present system for both bachelor
and married personnel. Members indicated their support or op-
position to the various non-monetary differences traditionally
maintained between officer and enlisted personnel. Members
chose between the present pay system and an alternative that
would provide for a more flexible system where specific bene-
fits could be selected with remaining compensation being re-
ceived as cash. Finally, members chose between the present
pay and allowances system and a straight cash salary system.
B. POPULATION SURVEYED
The Coast Guard Housing Questionnaire was administered
service-wide. Eventually 22,773 surveys were completed and
returned to Coast Guard Headquarters for evaluation. All active
duty paygrades were represented by at least one completed sur-
vey. The entire active duty population was approximately
M

36,000 at the time of the housing survey. The results of such
a large sample would provide data that could easily be general-
ized to apply to the entire service.
The second survey - Compensation Alternatives - was mailed
to a random sample of 800 active duty Coast Guard personnel.
The names and addresses for these personnel were provided by
the Psychological Research branch of Coast Guard Headquarters.
Members were selected by the last two digits of their Social
Security numbers. The particular two sets of numbers were
selected by rolling a die. Therefore, surveys were forwarded
to a random cross-section of the active duty personnel including
members in paygrades E-l to 0-6. Surveys were returned, how-
ever, only by members in paygrades E-2 to 0-6. It is probable
that members in paygrade E-l were in the process of being trans-
ferred or advanced when the survey was initially mailed and the
documents were never received or completed as E-l's. This
shortcoming aside, the survey's population is of a sufficiently
broad base to justify the generalization of this survey's




A. RESULTS FROM THE COAST GUARD COMPENSATION ALTERNATIVES SURVEY
Of the 800 surveys distributed to a random sample of the
Coast Guard, 3^5 surveys were completed and returned. Respon-
dents were grouped basically by paygrade
. Table 1 indicates
the distribution of respondents by paygrade and marital status.
Responses from certain similar paygrades were combined to get
a larger, more representative grouping in paygrades which did
not have large numbers of respondents. Overall, there were
226 married respondents and 139 bachelor respondents to the
survey.
Table 2 gives a breakdown of respondents by number of de-
pendents. Combining Tables 1 and 2, it is evident that there
were nine respondents who are currently bachelors who have at
least one dependent.
The first section of the questionnaire was concerned with
government messing facilities and was intended for completion
by enlisted personnel only. There were 99 respondents who in-
dicated they were not receiving either Basic Allowance for Sub-
sistence (BAS) or Comrats. There were 180 respondents who
indicated that they were receiving some sort of cash subsis-
tence allowance. Only 2k enlisted respondents were assigned
to afloat units large enough to have a separate messing facil-










































each individual's utilization of government messing facilities.
Over 61 percent of all enlisted respondents utilize government
facilities for less than 25 percent of their meals. Only 36
respondents or 13.1 percent of all total respondents indicated
that 75 to 100 percent of their meals were provided by military
messing facilities. Further analysis reveals that, not sur-
prisingly, members who were not receiving a cash subsistence
allowance accounted for a large majority of those members who
indicated that government facilities provided a majority of
their meals. Table 4 gives a breakdown of government mess
utilization for members not receiving a cash subsistence allow-
ance. It is interesting to note that even with this group of
respondents, 45.9 percent indicated that they ate less than
half their meals at government facilities.
Overall, there were a total of 224 respondents who made
some sort of judgement concerning the suitability of their
present mess service. There were 83 respondents or 37 • 1 per-
cent of the total who judged the service as unsuitable. The
subset of the entire sample population consisting of only those
members who were not receiving a cash subsistence allowance
had a very similar proportion of respondents who judged their
food service as unsuitable. There were 95 respondents in this
group of whom 35 or 36.8 percent judged mess service as unsuit-
able. Table 5 provides the distribution of the discrepancies
cited by those personnel who felt their mess service was not
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There were 259 respondents who indicated a preference be-
tween a short-order grill facility and one with specific pre-
pared menus. A system of meals provided in accordance with
prepared menus was preferred by 59 percent of all respondents.
Those members not receiving a cash meal allowance preferred the
menu system by a slightly higher percentage - 64.9 percent.
The final area covered by the section on messing facilities
was intended only for those personnel who were not presently
receiving a cash allowance for BAS or Comrats. Of the 87 re-
spondents in the above category, 59 members of 67.8 percent
of the group indicated a preference for a cash allowance for
subsistence in preference to government provided meals in-kind.
Of those members who were assigned to floating units with a
separate messing facility on board, 13 of 18 respondents or
72.2 percent preferred to receive a cash subsistence allowance.
The next major section of the questionnaire was concerned
with the commissary/exchange system. This section was intended to
be completed by both officer and enlisted personnel as was the
remainder of the questionnaire. Table 6 presents the distri-
bution of respondents concerning the length of a trip to the
nearest commissary. A sizeable proportion of all respondents -
25 percent - were greater than 45 minutes away from the nearest
commissary. A similar percentage of respondents - 30 percent -
were also within less than 15 minutes of the nearest commissary.
Table 7 displays the distribution of respondents concerning




Travel Time to the Nearest Commissary
Number of Responses % of Total
Less than 15 minutes 109 30
15-30 minutes 113 31
30-^5 minutes ^8 13
More than ^5 minutes 90 25
Table 7
Percent of Grocery Shop-ping Done at Commissary







shopping. Sixty percent of all respondents indicated that they
utilized the commissary system for less than 25 percent of
total grocery shopping. Only nineteen percent indicated that
they utilized a commissary for from 75 -to 100 percent of their
monthly groceries. A breakdown of respondents by marital status
reveals very different utilization figures for married and
bachelor personnel. Table 8 shows the percentages of commissary
grocery shopping divided by marital status. Fully 75 percent
of all bachelors used the commissary for less than 25 percent
of their grocery shopping as compared to ^6.9 percent for mar-
ried personnel. Similarly, a much higher percentage of married
personnel used the commissary for 75 to 100 percent of their
grocery shopping as compared to bachelor personnel - 26.8 per-
cent as opposed to 6.2 percent respectively.
This difference of commissary utilization by marital status
is not indicated by differences in commuting distances to the
closest commissary. Table 9 displays travel time to the near-
est commissary broken down by marital status. Both groups have
very similar distribution as would be expected assuming assign-
ments are not specifically dependent on marital status.
Overall, out of 326 respondents, 167 or 51 • 2 percent stated
that the commissary utilized was often overcrowded. There was
a marked difference in the opinions of the bachelor population
and the married population concerning commissary overcrowding.
There were 125 married respondents - 60.^ percent of the married

























Travel Time to the Nearest Commissary
Married
Less than 15 minutes
15-30 minutes
30-45 minutes
More than 4 5 minutes
Bachelor
Less than 15 minutes
15-30 minutes
30-45 minutes
More than 4 5 minutes











were only k2 bachelor respondents - 35-3 percent of the bachelor
total - who found their commissary to be crowded.
Out of 363 respondents, there were 301 or 83 percent of the
total who stated that civilian grocery outlets were closer than
was the nearest commissary to their residence. There was little
difference in this area between bachelor and married personnel.
Bachelors reported a civilian store to be closer 8^.8 percent
of the time while married personnel reported this to be true
81.8 percent of the time.
Respondents made a choice between the present commissary
system and an alternative system where some measure of the
present commissary savings would be added to each member's cash
salary and members would be required to utilize civilian grocery
outlets. Table 10 gives the overall distribution and the re-
sponses broken down by marital status. There is a very similar
proportion of responses for both married and bachelor groups.
Overall, 70 percent of all respondents preferred the new alter-
native system to the present system. The proportion of respon-
dents preferring the alternate system was relatively stable
even across members who were within fifteen minutes of the
nearest commissary. Table 11 gives a breakdown of respondents
concerning their preference for a commissary system by travel
time to the nearest commissary.
Table 12 gives the distribution of respondents concerning
their utilization of the exchange system for their other than
grocery shopping. The overall response along with a breakdown
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Preference for a Commissary System for the Population
Grouped by Travel Time to the Nearest Commissary
Travel Time to Commissary Present System Alternate System
Responses/% of Line Total
Less than 15 minutes 37/34.9 69/65.1
15-30 minutes 31/27.9 80/72.1
30-45 minutes 14/29.8 33/70.2
More than 45 minutes 22/24.7 67/75.3
Table 12












































were very similar levels of exchange utilization for both mar-
ried and bachelor personnel. Overall, 67 percent of all re-
spondents indicated that they utilized the exchange for less
than 25 percent of their shopping.
Members stated whether civilian retail outlets were closer
to their residence than was the nearest exchange. Overall,
civilian stores were more conveniently located for 7^ percent
of all respondents. There was an apparent difference in the
proportion of responses of married and bachelor personnel.
Approximately one out of three bachelors were closer to an
exchange as opposed to approximately one out of four for married
personnel. Table 13 gives the specific distributions of re-
sponses in this area.
Respondents judged the effect of a discontinuance of the
exchange system on their lifestyle. A closing of the exchanges
was judged by 50 respondents or lk percent of all respondents
to involve a serious change in lifestyle. The remaining respon-
dents felt that such a closing would minimally effect their
lifestyle. The proportion of respondents for this topic was
relatively consistent for both married and bachelor populations.
Table 1> lists the responses to this question for the total
population, married, and bachelor personnel.
The next major section of the questionnaire addressed the
area of medical care. The first topic was a choice between
military medical facilities and civilian medical facilities




Is the Exchange or a Civilian Retail Outlet
Closer to the Respondent's Residence?
Exchange Civilian Outlet
Responses/^ of Line Total
Total Population 96/26.0 269/74.0
Married Personnel 52/23.0 174/77.0





Would Closing the Exchanges Seriously
Affect Your Lifestyle ?
No Yes
Responses/^ of Line Total
Total Population 313/86.2 50/13-8
Married Personnel 193/86.2 31/13-8
Bachelor Personnel 120/86.3 19/13-7
Table 15
Which Do You Prefer for Your Dependent Medical Care -
Civilian or Military Facilities ?
Military Facilities Civilian Facilities
Responses/% of Line Total
Total Population 70/20.0 286/80.0
Married Personnel 44/19-7 179/80.3




had a very similar proportion of responses. Overall 80 percent
of all respondents expressed a preference for civilian care for
dependents. Table 15 gives the figures for the married, bach-
elor, and total populations.
Members stated whether civilian medical facilities were closer to
their residence than were military facilities. The overall
proportion of responses was relatively stable for both marital
categories. Overall, 70. 8 percent of all respondents stated
that civilian facilities were more conveniently located than
were military facilities. Table 16 gives the breakdown of
responses for this question.
Members judged whether their present medical care was suit-
able or not. Overall, only ^1.8 percent of all respondents
judged their care to be suitable. Bachelor personnel had a
much higher degree of general medical satisfaction with 53-0
percent of bachelors stating their care was suitable. Married
personnel on the other hand, evaluated their family's medical
care as suitable only 3^«0 percent of the time. There was a
relatively consistent proportion of responses across all pay-
grades although officers did seem to have a slightly lower pro-
portion of suitable medical care. Table 17 details the specific
proportion of responses to the various populations.
Table 18 gives a breakdown into the three general problem
areas that were used to explain why medical care was judged to
be unsuitable. The area that was cited most frequently was




Which is more conveniently located to a member's residence
military or civilian medical facilities?








































































problems listed. The other two problem areas of distance to
the nearest clinic and the availability of appointments were
cited much less frequently than was quality of care.
Members made a choice for their own care between the present
military health system and a pre-paid health plan which utilizes
civilian medical facilities similar to Blue Cross/Blue Shield
health insurance plans. The total population opted for a civil-
ian health plan 81.8 percent of the time. Proportions of re-
sponses were similar in this area for both bachelor and married
personnel. Table 19 lists the specific responses for the mar-
ried, bachelor, and combined populations.
The final section of the questionnaire covered general com-
pensation issues. The first area considered was whether the
present compensation system was equitable (fair) to both bach-
elor and married personnel. With the entire population, 66.5
percent felt the pay system was not equitable. The bachelor
population had an even higher proportion - 73 • 7 percent - of
members who felt the system was not fair to both married and
single members. Married personnel thought the system to be
unfair 62.1 percent of the time. Table 20 gives a more detailed
breakdown of responses.
The desirability of the traditional non-monetary differ-
ences between the fringe benefits of officers and enlisted mem-
bers was evaluated by each respondent. These differences in
benefits involve such areas as separate housing areas, separate




Preference in Health Plans
Present Health Pre-Paid Health
System Insurance Plan
Responses/% of Line Total
Total Population 65/18.2 292/81.
8
Married Personnel 38/17-3 182/82.7
Bachelor Personnel 27/19.7 110/80.
3
Table 20
Is Present Pay System Equitable for Both
Married and Bachelor Members ?
Yes No
Responses/% of Line Total
Total Population 118/33-5 23V66.5
Married Personnel 83/37-9 136/62.
1
Bachelor Personnel 35/26.3 98/73-7
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officer personnel. Overall, the traditional policies were
endorsed by 62.2 percent of all respondents. There was, how-
ever, an apparent difference in the opinions of married and
bachelor personnel. Bachelor personnel divided evenly for and
against the differences. Married personnel were much more in
favor of the traditional policies with 69.7 percent endorsing
their continuation. A breakdown by paygrade reveals a similar
division of opinion between members of paygrades E-2 to E-5
and all other respondents with the more junior members being
less in favor of the non-monetary differences. Table 21 pro-
vides the responses for the different populations.
Members chose between the present pay and allowances system
and an alternate cafeteria-style program where specific fringe
benefits are selected with the remainder of compensation being
received as cash. Overall, 66 percent of all respondents pre-
ferred the more flexible cafeteria-style compensation plan.
Bachelors preferred the alternate system slightly more than did
their married counterparts. If responses are broken down by
paygrade, it is apparent that there is a noticeable preference
for the alternate system by enlisted personnel as opposed to
officer members. Table 22 sets forth the responses for the
various groupings.
The final topic area required a respondent to chose between
the present pay and allowances system and a straight salary
system that monetized all parts of the benefit package into a




Are non-monetary compensation differences for
officers and enlisted personnel desirable?
Yes No
















































Which is preferable - the present system or a
cafeteria-style compensation system?
Present System Cafeteria-Style System

















































system 59.7 percent of the time. The trend of the previous
question was reversed however with married personnel being
slightly more in favor of a salary system than were bachelor
personnel. The trend is also reversed through the paygrades
with junior personnel being less in favor of an alternate sys-
tem than were their seniors. Table 23 gives a detailed listing
of responses.
There have been repeated references to apparent differences
between certain segments of the total respondent population
with regards to certain questions. In many cases these appar-
ent differences were not statistically significant to establish
the differences between the two groups at a significance level
of .05. However, there were several areas where the groups
could be distinguished at this significance level. The bachelor
and married personnel groupings revealed a significant differ-
ence with respect to their average utilization of government
meals. The bachelor population had a higher mean of government
mess utilization. These two groups also differed in utilization
of the commissary system. The married population utilized com-
missaries to a higher degree. Table 2^ gives the applicable
T-test statistics.
If respondents were separated into officers and enlisted
groupings, the officers had a higher proportion of married mem-
bers than did the bachelor group. The officer group also had
a shorter trip to the nearest commissary. The officer group




Which is preferred - the present pay system or a
straight salary system?
Salary System Present System



















































Group 1 - Married Personnel
Group 2 - Bachelor Personnel
Utilization of Government Meals
1 = Less than 25% government meals
2 = 25-50% government meals
3 = 50-75% government meals
4 = More than 75% government meals
# Cases Mean Std. Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob
2.00 0.000Group 1 149 1.4698 0.866Group 2 125 2.0720 1.226
Utilization of Commissary System
1 = Less than 25% grocery shopping
2 = 25-50% of grocery shopping
3 = 50-75% of grocery shopping
4 = More than 75% of grocery shopping
# Cases Mean Std. Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob
Group 1 224 2.2366 1.289
Group 2 137 1.4526 0.891
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of the exchange system. Table 25 gives the applicable T-test
statistics
.
If respondents were separated by paygrade into a junior
enlisted personnel group, E-5 and below, and a more senior
career group of E-6 and above, several significant differences
were apparent. The junior grouping was more likely to be as-
signed to a large afloat unit. The junior group was more likely
to utilize government messing facilities. The junior group
also used the commissary system less than did the senior group.
Table 26 gives the applicable T-test statistics.
Respondents were also grouped by number of dependents with
one group being those with three or more dependents and the
other group having two or fewer dependents. The group with the
larger number of dependents utilized the commissary system to
a greater degree than did their counterparts with fewer depen-
dents. The T-test statistics for the significant groupings
are summarized in Table 27.
B. COAST GUARD HOUSING QUESTIONNAIRE
This survey was intended to be administered service-wide
in order to ascertain the housing situation of all Coast Guard
personnel. Surveys were returned by all paygrades from E-l to
0-10. Table 28 gives a breakdown by paygrade of all respondents
There were 22,773 surveys that were returned for compilation
of results. Many surveys were not completely filled out for
all questions. Unanswered questions were treated as missing





Group 1 - Officer Personnel
Group 2 - Enlisted Personnel
Travel Time to the Nearest Commissary
1 = Less than 15 minutes to the nearest commissary
2 = 15-30 minutes
3 = 30-45 minutes
4 = More than 45 minutes to the nearest commissary
# Cases Mean Std. Deviation F Value 2 -Tail Prob
Group 1 82 2.1098 0.981 , .
fl n n , fl
Group 2 278 2.3957 1.193 1,4b u.ujb




# Cases Mean Std. Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob
Group 1 82 0.0732 0.262 , q , n n ,





Group 1 - Members in paygrade E-6 and senior
Group 2 - Members in paygrade E-5 and junior




# Cases Mean Std. Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob
Group 1 120 0.0667 0.250 , A(. n n -. n
Group 2 158 0.1013 0.303 1 * 4b u.uju
Utilization of Government Meals
1 = Less than 25% government meals
2 = 25-50% government meals
3 = 50-75% government meals
4 = More than 75% government meals
# Cases Mean Std. Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob,
Group 1 115 1.3913 0.835 , gg Q Q00
Group 2 159 2.0000 1.175
Utilization of the Commissary System
1 = Less than 25% of grocery shopping
2 = 25-50% grocery shopping
3 = 50-75% grocery shopping
4 = More than 75% of grocery shopping













Group 1 - Members with 3 or more dependents
Group 2 - Members with 2 or less dependents
Utilization of the Commissary System
1 = Less than 25% of grocery shopping
2 = 25-50% grocery shopping
3 = 50-75% grocery shopping
4 = More than 75% of grocery shopping
# Cases Mean Std. Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob
Group 1 122 2.4262 1.342 , - Q n nn -.
Group 2 239 1.6904 1.063 Lu ** u.uuj
Table 28
Respondents by Paygrade

























for any breakdown by some response characteristic, there will
be some number of missing responses where the particular ques-
tion of interest was left blank.
Members classified themselves as either being married or
other. The other classification included widowed, divorced,
legally separated, and never married personnel. For conven-
ience, the other category will simply be referred to as the
bachelor population. Overall, there were 12,862 married re-
spondents and 9,720 bachelor respondents. There were, however,
a sizeable proportion of the bachelor population - 720 respon-
dents or 7.4 percent of all bachelors - who claimed at least
one dependent. Table 29 gives a breakdown of respondents by
paygrade and marital status.
The respondent population was predominately male. There
were 21,838 male respondents as compared to only 801 female
respondents.
The first topic considered by the survey addressed family
separation in the Coast Guard because of the housing situation
at certain assignments. Overall, 84.9 percent of all respon-
dents indicated that they were accompanied by their family at
the time of the survey. Only 1.4 percent of all respondents
indicated that they were separated from their family primarily
because adequate housing was not available at the present duty
station. The remaining respondents attributed the family separ-
ation to other reasons. Those personnel who attributed their



































asked to chose what type of housing they would rather have
lived in - government owned/leased quarters or civilian housing -
if they had moved their family to the present duty station.
Personnel were very evenly divided between government controlled
quarters and civilian housing. Members who were currently living
in government quarters declared to be inadequate - quarters
that did not meet minimum standards for occupancy - indicated
if those quarters were accepted to avoid a family separation.
A sizeable proportion - 23. percent - of those personnel living
in inadequate quarters accepted those quarters primarily to
prevent a family separation. Table 30 provides a summary of
the responses concerning family separation.
The next section required respondents to indicate what type
of housing they were currently occupying. There were nine
separate housing alternatives from which to chose. Table 31
gives a distribution of responses for all respondents. The
nine alternatives for housing can be grouped into three main
areas - government owned housing, government leased housing,
and civilian housing. Bachelor personnel differed from their
married counterparts in the proportion of respondents living
in each of the major housing types. Bachelors were more likely
to be living in government controlled quarters than were married
personnel. Married personnel were also more likely to reside in
government leased quarters. Table 32 gives the breakdown of
responses for the married, bachelor, and overall populations




Respondents Concerning Family Separation
Responses % of Total
Accompanied by family 11,967 84.9
Separated because of housing 202 1.4
Separated - other reasons 1,925 13.7
Housing Preferences for those Separated because of
Lack of Adequate Housing
Government owned/leased 564 49.6
Civilian housing 573 50.4





Distribution of Housing Types Utilized by Respondents
# of Respondents
Coast Guard owned housing 26 90
DOD owned housing 86 2
Coast Guard leased housing 2189
Inadequate military housing 165
BEQ/BOQ 2556
Coast Guard cutter 2491
Buying a house 429 3
Renting civilian housing 6697
Buying a mobile home 336
Table 32
Distribution of Housing Types Utilized by Respondents
Divided by Marital Status
Gov Owned Qtrs Gov Leased Qtrs Civ Housing
Responses/% of Line Total
Bachelor Personnel 4967/53.5 71/0.8 4247/45.7
Married Personnel 3689/28.8 2114/16.5 7013/54.7
Total Population 8656/39.2 2185/9.9 1126/50.9
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There were also trends as far as the proportion of the
broad classes of quarters occupied by different paygrades.
Junior personnel were much more likely to reside in government
quarters than were their seniors. Table 33 gives a breakdown
by paygrade of quarters occupied by respondents.
Members indicated how many bedrooms were available in their
present housing. Table 2>k gives the breakdown of responses.
Bachelor members indicated how many roommates they lived
with if they rented civilian quarters. A very sizeable propor-
tion of respondents - ^4-0.^ percent -lived with four or more
roommates. Table 35 summarizes the responses for this question.
Respondents indicated if they were receiving a cash payment
of the Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ) . Overall, 53- 2 per-
cent of all respondents indicated that they were receiving
their BAQ in cash. This question was intended for bachelor
personnel only. However, a sizeable number of married personnel
did, in fact, respond. Bachelor personnel received cash BAQ
approximately ^6. 9 percent of the time. Married respondents
indicated receipt of cash BAQ 70.^ percent of the time. Table
36 summarizes the data concerning receipt of BAQ.
Data was also collected concerning receipt of BAS or Com-
rats. Overall, 56.7 percent of all respondents indicated re-
ceipt of a cash subsistence allowance. Bachelor personnel re-
ceived a cash allowance 35.2 percent of the time as opposed to
67.9 percent for married personnel. Table 37 provides specific




















Gov Owned Qtrs Gov Leased Qtrs Civ Housing






































Bedrooms Available in Present Housing








Number of Roommates for Each Bachelor Respondent












4 or more 2399
Table 36





















The section on monthly housing cost will not be addressed
as this thesis is concerned with preferences for compensation
as opposed to specific levels of compensation required.
In the next major area, respondents indicated their prefer-
ence for housing at their current duty station if they were
given a choice considering their present income and the local
community. Overall, respondents favored government housing
24.1 percent of the time, leased housing 23.4 percent of the
time, and civilian housing 52.5 percent of the time. Bachelor
personnel preferred civilian quarters more and government quar-
ters less than did the married population. Table 38 summar-
izes the responses for bachelor, married, and the entire
population with regards to housing preference.
There were also some interesting trends in housing prefer-
ence revealed by dividing respondents by paygrade . Table 39
summarizes a breakdown of respondents by paygrade and housing
preference. For enlisted respondents, members in paygrades
E-l and E-2 showed a relatively high preference for government
owned quarters. Members in paygrades E-3 to E-5 showed a marked
decrease in desire for government quarters and an increase in
preference for government leased quarters. Desire for govern-
ment quarters increased as members advanced to paygrades E-6
and E-7. Officer personnel were much more interested in civil-
ian housing than were the enlisted paygrades.
If housing preference is analyzed by marital status and




Given your present duty station and earnings,
what type of housing would you prefer?
Gov Owned Qtrs Gov Leased Qtrs Civ Housing














Housing Preference Divided by Paygrade






























E-l to E-3 prefer government quarters more than do their married
counterparts. Bachelors in these paygrades also prefer civil-
ian quarters more than do the married personnel. For all other
paygrades, bachelors desired government housing less and civil-
ian housing more than their married cohorts. Table ^0 summar-
izes the data of housing preference by paygrade controlled for
marital status.
A measure of how closely a member's preferred housing situ-
ation is being met at his present duty station can be obtained
by comparing each respondent's present housing arrangements to
their housing preference. This was conducted on both the mar-
ried and bachelor populations. There was an apparent discrep-
ancy between the two groups. The bachelor group's current
housing was other than the category preferred ^7.1 percent of
the time. Married personnel were in a not preferred category
of housing only 31.0 percent of the time. Table ^1 provides
the specific response distribution for both groups.
Members evaluated whether their present housing was suitable.
Overall, 6l.l percent of all respondents felt their housing
was suitable. For bachelor personnel, only 51.8 percent felt
their housing was suitable. Married personnel judged their
housing suitable 67.3 percent of the time. Table k2 gives the
actual distribution of responses for the bachelor, married,
and total populations.
Trends were apparent by paygrade in the proportion of re-




Housing Preferences Divided by-
Marital Status and Paygrade
Bachelor Personnel
Paygrade Gov Owned Qtrs Gov Leased Qtrs Civ Housing
Responses/% of Line Total
E-1,2 602/35.2 326/19.1 781/45.7
E-3 315/22.1 283/19.8 830/58.1
E-4 401/18.7 483/22.7 1258/58.6
E-5 205/14.4 354/24.8 869/60.9
E-6 100/17.4 126/21.9 350/60.8
E-7 35/21.5 29/17.8 99/60.7
E-8,9 10/20.0 6/12.0 34/68.0
W-2-4 13/18.3 9/12.7 49/69.0
0-1,2 85/18.8 61/13.5 306/67.7
0-3 14/8.0 20/11.5 140/80.5
0-4 4/6.6 2/3.3 55/90.2
0-5,6 4/11.4 6/17.1 25/71.4
Married Personnel
E-1,2 77/27.5 108/38.6 95/33.9
E-3 123/20.0 269/43.7 223/36.3
E-4 273/21.2 568/43.9 454/35.1
E-5 461/25.2 694/38.0 673/36.8
E-6 891/31.9 808/28.9 1069/39.2
E-7 487/31.3 341/21.9 728/46.8
E-8,9 107/25.6 71/17.0 240/57.4
W-2-4 239/27.8 122/14.2 499/58.0
0-1,2 151/26.2 63/10.9 363/62.9
0-3 125/15.8 39/4.9 625/79.2
0-4 90/15.3 21/3.6 477/81.1




Was the housing preferred actually the housing utilized?
Respondents are Divided by Marital Status
Bachelor Responses
Housing Preferred







Underlined numbers indicate those respondent's whose preferred










Respondents are Divided by Marital Status
Unsuitable Suitable
Responses/% of Line Total
Bachelor Personnel 4011/48.2 4311/51.8
Married Personnel 4076/32.7 8398/67.3
Total Population 8087/38.9 12711/61.1
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in paygrades E-2 to E-5 had a lower percentage of members in
suitable quarters than did members of all other paygrades.
Table ^3 summarizes the response data by paygrade
.
There were noticeable differences in proportions of members
who judged their quarters as suitable for each major category
of housing. For all respondents, government quarters had the
lowest percentage of suitable evaluation - only 53.6 percent
as compared to 68.8 percent for leased quarters and 6^.7 per-
cent for civilian housing. These overall figures are remark-
ably different if marital status is taken into account. Married
personnel had relatively stable levels of suitable quarters in
all three major housing categories - 66.6 percent in government
quarters, 69. percent in government leased quarters, and 69-0
percent in civilian housing. Bachelor personnel, however,
varied widely across housing categories. For government quar-
ters only kl.b percent of the bachelors judged their housing
suitable as compared to 62.3 percent for leased housing and
60.6 percent for civilian housing. In all categories of housing,
a lower proportion of bachelor personnel judged their quarters
as suitable than did their married counterparts. , Table ^4 pro-
vides specific response distribution concerning the suitability
of each category of housing for the bachelor and married
populations.
Members could chose between seven discrepancy areas as to
the reason that the quarters were unsuitable. Table ^5 gives



















Respondents are Divided by Paygrade
Unsuitable Suitable


























Proportions of Suitable Housing for
Each Major Category of Housing


























Number of bedrooms 1990/13.5







Number of bedrooms 914/12.5







Number of bedrooms 958/13.2






breakdown of discrepancies by marital status. There were, for
the most part, similar proportions across all populations.
Bachelor personnel cited inadequate utilities and equipment
proportionally more than did the married population. Married
personnel cited excessive commuting time much more than did
bachelor personnel.
Respondents indicated the type of transportation routinely
used to commute to their duty station if their residence was
off-base. Overall, 70.0 percent of the population used their
own private automobile to commute. Bachelor personnel were
slightly more likely to use their own car or public transpor-
tation than were married personnel. Married personnel arranged
for car pools more often than did bachelors. Table k6 breaks
down responses with regard to modes of transportation.
Data was also gathered concerning individual's commuting
time from their residence to their duty station. Overall,
68.9 percent of all respondents lived within 30 minutes of
their duty station. Bachelors tended to live closer to base
with 76.2 percent within 30 minutes commute. Table ^7 gives
the distribution of one-way commute times.
The remainder of the questionnaire did not address members'
preferences for compensation and therefore, was not analyzed.
The differences in proportions of responses in many areas
were sufficient to enable the groups to be distinguished from
each other at a significance level of .05. The bachelor popu-




Transportation Used to Commute to Duty Station
Personal Car Car Pool Public Trans
Responses/% of Line Total
Bachelor Personnel 3340/72.6 743/16.1 520/11.3
Married Personnel 7307/68.9 2569/24.2 725/6.8
Total Population 10647/70.0 3212/21.8 1245/8.2
Table 47
Time Required to Commute from Residence to Duty Station
Less than Less than More than
30 min 60 min 60 min
Responses/% of Line Total
Bachelor Personnel 4943/76.2 1151/17.7 395/6.1
Married Personnel 7975/65.0 3389/27.6 902/7.4
Total Population 12918/68.9 4540/24.2 1297/6.9
8^

married population. Bachelors also judged their quarters as
unsuitable more often than did the married personnel. Table
48 summarizes these T-test statistics.
If the respondent population were divided into two groups -
a junior group composed of paygrades E-l to E-5 and a senior
grouping composed of the remaining paygrades - significant
differences in attitudes were apparent. The junior grouping
as a whole preferred government quarters more than did the
senior group. The junior group judged their quarters unsuitable
more often than did the seniors. The junior grouping was also
more often single than was the senior group. Table ^9 pro-
vides the T-test statistics.
If the respondents were divided into officer and enlisted
groupings, the two groups could not be distinguished at a .05





Group 1 = Married Personnel
Group 2 = Bachelor Personnel
Housing Preference
1 = Prefer government owned housing
2 = Prefer government leased housing
3 = Prefer civilian housing
# Cases Mean Std Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob
Group 1 12402 2.2304 0.833 , --
n niq
Group 2 8343 2.3628 0.814 1,UD u.u y
Are Current Quarters Suitable?
= No
1 = Yes
# Cases Mean Std Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob
Group 1 12474 0.6732 0.469 , , ? n nnn





Group 1 = Members in paygrades E-6 to 0-6
Group 2 = Members in paygrades E-l to E-5
Housing Preference
1 = Prefer government owned housing
2 = Prefer government leased housing
3 = Prefer civilian housing
# Cases Mean Std Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob
Group 1 9903 2.3145 0.851 , ,~
n nnn
Group 2 10837 2.2548 0.805 L ' 1Z u.uuu
Are Current Quarters Suitable?
= No
1 = Yes
# Cases Mean Std Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob
Group 1 9958 0.6800 0.467 , ,.
n nnn




# Cases Mean Std Deviation F Value 2-Tail Prob








There is one result of both surveys that seems at first
glance to be relatively minor but is of great overall impor-
tance. That result is the distribution of bachelor personnel
throughout the respondent populations. For both surveys, the
bachelor respondents were concentrated in the junior paygrades -
E-l to E-5. The present compensation package is slanted spe-
cifically towards married personnel. The bachelors' needs and
problems are for the most part, ignored. The services have
traditionally indicated that if their pay policies do not meet
bachelor needs they can do one of two things - get out or get
married. Service reenlistment rates for first termers give a
good measure of the lack of attention to adequate bachelor com-
pensation. Of course there are a lot of factors that go into
the retention decision and compensation is only one. However,
if a member feels that the service is sincerely concerned with
their individual needs and that compensation is equitable, the
probability of reenlistment would have to be higher than at
present.
The respondents in paygrades E-6 and above were predomin-
ately married. However, these career personnel were far from
adhering strictly to the present pay and allowance system. As
members become more senior and accept more job responsibility,
they also become more independent and self-reliant. The surveys'
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results indicate a lessening of support by these more senior
personnel of the present benefit package which may seem overly
paternalistic. This group of personnel is more willing to shop
in the civilian market whether it be for groceries, medical
care, or housing.
A. GOVERNMENT MESSING FACILITY POLICIES
Approximately one-third of the enlisted respondents to the
Compensation Alternatives survey were not receiving a cash sub-
sistence allowance. Only Zk of those not receiving a cash
allowance were assigned to large floating units. A large per-
centage of respondents not presently receiving a cash allowance
indicated their preference to receive the cash allowance if
given the choice. Therefore, it is not their choice to receive
their meals in-kind. This result would indicate non-compliance
with the Commandant's guidance to grant Comrats to the maximum
extent possible to members on shore duty. Those members not
receiving a cash allowance still do not utilize government
facilities for a high percentage of their meals. Of all the
members receiving their meals in-kind, fully ^5-9 percent ac-
tually ate less than half their meals at government facilities.
This figure matches closely with previous studies conducted
with other services. [Ref. 8:5*0
The prevalent system of prepared menus was supported by a
strong majority of respondents and in particular by those mem-
bers receiving their meals in-kind. There was, however, fairly
strong support for the short-order grill alternative which
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gathered the support of ^0 percent of the respondents. Obvi-
ously, a combination of the two alternatives would meet the
needs of the entire population better than either alternative
alone. Units might consider such a combination operation if
facilities are at all available.
The respondents who were embarked on large floating units
expressed a degree of interest in a cash subsistence allowance
similar to their compatriots assigned to shore units. A switch
to a pay as you eat system, at least in port, seems to be indi-
cated. Members desire a choice as to where they eat. Present
policies require members on ships to forego their subsistence
allowance and utilize their base pay if they chose to eat at
civilian sources.
B. COMMISSARY/EXCHANGE SYSTEM
The commissary utilization figures provided a good indica-
tion of the slanting of the present compensation system towards
married personnel. Fully 75 percent of all bachelors used the
commissary for less than 25 percent of their shopping. The value
of this benefit to members who never utilize it must be minimal.
The retention effect of funds spent for commissary operation on
bachelors is probably small.
Although they used the commissaries considerably more than
the bachelors, a sizeable portion of the married respondents
utilized the commissary for less than a quarter of their grocery
shopping. A large portion of the low utilization of the com-
missary can probably by explained by excessive travel time.
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However, married members also were much more likely to term
their commissaries as overcrowded than were bachelor respon-
dents. This inconvenience combined with the fact that civilian
outlets are readily available resulted in a large majority of
married respondents supporting a plan to close the commissary
and requiring members to utilize civilian sources. Some mea-
sure of the lost commissary savings would be included in each
member's salary. This alternative was supported even by those
personnel who currently live within 15 minutes of a commissary.
Surprisingly, the bachelor population was slightly less in favor
of the alternative system than was the married population.
This is a measure of the willingness and preference of the gen-
erally more senior married personnel to utilize civilian sources
if possible.
There did not seem to be any major difference between mar-
ried and bachelor personnel with regards to their utilization
of the exchange system. The exchange system, while it appears
at first glance to be of most benefit to married personnel,
is apparently utilized to a slightly higher degree by bachelor
personnel. The higher utilization by bachelors is probably
explained by the sheer convenience factor of exchanges being
located on base close to the government owned housing for sin-
gle personnel.
A large proportion of respondents indicated an indifference
to the closing of the exchange system. This indifference was
very similar for both married and bachelor members. The overall
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response indicates a failure of the exchange system to meet
the needs and expectations of service members. These needs
are apparently better met by the civilian economy. If an item
is not specifically military in nature, one of the large retail
stores can obtain it more inexpensively and in larger variety
than can any local exchange.
C. MEDICAL CARE
Medical care and, in particular, dependent medical care is
another benefit that is at first glance of more benefit to mar-
ried members than to bachelor members. The survey results in-
dicate that the medical care provided by the military is not- meeting
the needs of the members with a family. Only approximately
one-third of all married respondents felt their medical care
was suitable. While considerably higher in percentage, only
one-half of the bachelor respondents felt their care was suit-
able. Evidently military medical care is one so-called benefit
that is actually considered as a detriment of military service -
particularly for married members. The overall percentage of
members who felt their medical care was unsuitable was much
higher - 60 percent approximately - than the study conducted
by the President's Commission on Military Compensation which
found 20 percent dissatisfaction level. [Ref. 17 J 171]
The quality of military care was questioned by many respon-
dents. Quality of care was the most often cited medical dis-
crepancy area. Quality of care covers a wide area involving
such things as confidence in military doctors' abilities and
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knowledge, timely service, and the attitudes of attending per-
sonnel towards patients. The large majority of respondents
desired civilian medical care for both the service member and
all dependents. Approximately 80 percent of all respondents
desired civilian care for themselves and their families. Con-
sidering that kl percent of all respondents judged their present
medical care as suitable, a sizeable proportion of these per-
sonnel still preferred civilian care. There appears to be an
increased confidence in the quality of medical care available
from civilian sources as opposed to military sources. The re-
sults indicated that civilian sources are on the whole more con-
veniently located than are military hospitals. However,
respondents again indicated a willingness to go to some incon-
venience as far as travel for civilian care. The percentage
of members desiring civilian care was greater than the percent-
age of members who were located more conveniently to civilian
medical facilities.
The operation and efficiency of the CHAMPUS system was not
specifically addressed by either survey. However, there were
a number of write-in discrepancies to the medical section that
addressed the deficiencies of CHAMPUS. There was solid support
of the pre-paid health plan alternative for active duty care.
This solid support would seem to indicate a preference for
civilian medical care with a minimum of paperwork. The admin-
istrative requirements, antiquated rates, and glacial response
of CHAMPUS has made civilian medical care for dependents a
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great burden financially for many members. Civilian care is
highly desired; a simplified payment procedure to CHAMPUS is
definitely required.
D. GENERAL COMPENSATION ISSUES
The present pay policies were not felt to be equitable by
a large majority of all respondents. The bachelor population
does not receive as many benefits as does the married popula-
tion. The personnel suffering under inequitable compensation
policies are again concentrated in paygrades E-2 to E-5 and will
soon make their first reenlistment decision. Evidently some
changes must be made to the present pay system to address the
problem of equitable pay for both bachelor and married personnel.
The question of the traditional non-monetary rewards pro-
vided by the military had interesting results. The overall
strong support of the traditional systems is deceiving. A
majority of the members of paygrades E-2 to E-5 did not sup-
port the traditional separations between officer and enlisted
personnel or between senior and junior enlisted personnel.
Interestingly, the warrant officers supported the present system
but by a lesser degree than did the chief petty officers or
the more senior officers. The present system of separate clubs
and separate housing does reinforce the differences in the
rank structure. It does not convey, however, a sense of be-
longing or acceptance into the organization for junior personnel.
The resultant feeling is that the organization and senior per-
sonnel in general do not care about the junior members. The
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implication is that the junior members are not suitable for
social contact in other than a working atmosphere. This feel-
ing of rejection by senior personnel who have made the service
a career could result in many junior members rejecting the
service when it comes time to reenlist. The emphasis on class
differences obviously also affects the warrant officer popula-
tion. A portion of their good friends still remain chief petty
officers. The enforced separation of enlisted and officer per-
sonnel puts a strain on those friendships.
The cafeteria-style benefit package received wide-spread
support by all respondents. The officer paygrades of 0-1 to
0-^4- were less supportive of this alternative than were the en-
listed paygrades on the whole. The attraction of this alterna-
tive to the junior personnel is the possibility for increased
flexibility in benefits with a resulting increase in equity.
If a member never utilizes one of the benefits presently pro-
vided, the cafeteria alternative provides for a cash payment
in lieu of the benefit. The alternative plan need not imply
either the present benefit or a cash payment. For example,
alternative health plans could be offered.
The greatest improvement would be the increased responsive-
ness of the pay system to each individual's desires. The or-
ganization would be seen as meeting the individual's needs
instead of requiring the individual to adapt to service poli-




A straight salary system also received considerable support
with a majority of respondents preferring an alternative salary
system to the present pay and allowances system. A salary system
would greatly increase the visibility of military pay and en-
able members to realize their exact level of compensation.
The salary system was not, however, strongly supported by the
junior paygrades - E-2 to E-5 - who split approximately evenly
between an alternate salary system and the present pay and allow-
ances system. Evidently a sizeable portion of those junior
personnel are not confident of their ability to maintain their
present standard of living if a salary system were implemented.
Quite possibly junior personnel have little idea of exactly
how much additional money would become available if the salary
system was implemented. Their present salary level is at such
a level that living in an expensive housing area would consume
most of their base pay. Their BAQ payments are much lower than
those paid more senior service members. The tax advantage is
virtually nonexistant because their present pay levels put them
in very low tax brackets and monetarizing their housing and
subsistence allowances would not greatly change their brackets.
A combination of the above factors explain the tendancy of
junior enlisted personnel to prefer the present pay system.
More senior personnel receive higher levels of pay and
allowances. They are more independent and willing to fend for
themselves in the civilian marketplace. A straight salary
system would give them more flexibility to spend their compen-




A major finding from the housing survey was the desire by
a wide cross-section of personnel for government leased housing.
The proportion of respondents who indicated a desire for leased
quarters at their present duty station was much higher than
the proportion of personnel actually living in leased quarters.
This was particularly evident for bachelor personnel who at
the time of the survey had a very low percentage of respondents
living in leased housing. Leased housing is apparently the
best of both worlds. The government pays all housing costs
while quarters are located in the civilian community with a
minimum of command interference on off-duty lifestyles.
Survey results indicate that housing policies have differ-
ing effects on married and bachelor personnel. A married member
was more likely to be housed in the type of quarters preferred
for the specific duty station than were bachelor personnel.
This reflects a greater flexibility for married housing which
provides for greater individual input into specific housing
arrangements. Bachelor personnel were more likely to be as-
signed to government owned quarters with no individual input
as far as housing preference. This tendency is probably ex-
plained by the excess demand for married government housing
which gives married personnel more options for housing. The
rigidity of bachelor housing assignments is probably the result
of the organization not trusting individuals to make their own
housing arrangements and an attempt to achieve equity by treat-
ing each member the same regardless of individual preferences.
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The service has traditionally enforced a relatively regi-
mented lifestyle for bachelor enlisted quarters (BEQ) residents.
The regulations controlling behavior are intended to set limits
on individual behavior to best meet the housing desires of a
large number of personnel. Although beneficial for maintaining
harmony on a large scale, the barracks regulations continually
project the service and its rules into each resident's off-
duty hours. BEQ residents can never really get away from an
on-the-job atmosphere. Over time individuals tend to seek more
control of their off-duty life. This might explain why the
proportion of bachelor respondents desiring government quarters
goes down as individuals advance in paygrade from E-2 to E-5.
If the desire for greater freedom and independence in off-duty
hours of more senior personnel is not met and individuals are
required to remain in BEQ's, resentment against the service as
a whole may well be generated. Again, service policies are
tending to alienate the junior petty officers - E-4s and E-5s -
just at the time when the reenlistment decision is being made
by those same individuals.
The housing survey results indicate that a much higher per-
centage of bachelor personnel receive a cash housing allowance
than was indicated by previous studies of other services. For
the Coast Guard bachelors, ^6.8 percent were receiving a cash
allowance as compared to 13 percent in a previous study of an-
other service. [Ref. 13»2] The percentage of married personnel
receiving a cash allowance was 70 percent which was very similar
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to the previous study. At the same time, approximately 13.7
percent of the bachelors not receiving a cash allowance were
in fact living in civilian housing. This percentage was very
similar to results of a previous study of other services. [Ref.
1^:38] This is a measure of the extent to which individuals
will go to have some measure of independence from the service
on their off-duty hours.
By the same token, if government quarters are not available,
bachelor personnel are pretty much left on their own to find
civilian quarters. In most metropolitan areas, one military
individual has a very hard time meeting the cost of monthly
rent, utilities, and security deposits. This fact is well docu-
mented by the high percentage of bachelors living on the civil-
ian economy with four or more roommates. It is very difficult
for bachelor individuals reporting to a new unit to make con-
nections with members already established in a civilian housing
situation. Even when housing is arranged, individuals must
still find replacements for roommates who are transferred to
other assignments. Overall, bachelors in civilian housing,
particularly in junior paygrades where BAQ rates are low, have
a difficult time establishing and maintaining a civilian residence
The process of establishing a civilian residence is no less
arduous for a married member. The "with dependents" BAQ rate
is somewhat greater than the "without dependents" BAQ rate but
not by any great amount. Married personnel in general preferred
civilian quarters less than did bachelor respondents. Quite
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probably this was because they could not afford civilian quar-
ters any better than bachelor members could. The difference
is that the leased housing program was in effect and government
quarters, if available, were for the most part more acceptable
to married personnel.
The proportions of members who judged their quarters as
suitable reflected the different housing situations of married
and bachelor personnel. Bachelors judged their quarters un-
suitable a much higher proportion of the time than did married
personnel. The level of dissatisfaction was higher for bach-
elors for all types of housing - government owned, government
leased, or civilian. Bachelors' dissatisfaction probably re-
sulted from a lack of flexibility in housing assignments.
Either the government had quarters available and bachelors were
required to live there; or there were no government quarters
and civilian housing was the only option. Bachelor individuals
had very little choice as far as housing assignments and a high
proportion were dissatisfied with their housing arrangements.
Although considerably higher than the bachelor respondents, a
sizeable proportion - 32.7 percent - of married individuals
also judged their housing as unsuitable. Dissatisfaction with
housing was greatest in the junior paygrades. This dissatis-
faction with the quality of housing undoubtedly had a negative
effect on individuals' reenlistment decisions.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
A. POSSIBLE COMPENSATION CHANGES
The most obvious finding of both surveys was a desire by
sizeable portions of all respondents for changes in the present
compensation system. In general, present pay policies are not
flexible enough to cope with individual preferences in the many
varied aspects of compensation. Specific policy changes that
might be indicated by the surveys are as follows:
1. BAQ should be granted to all bachelor personnel who
desire to seek civilian housing. Even if there are available
barracks spaces, members should be allowed maximum freedom to
seek their preferred type of housing. In the long run, allow-
ing this freedom would increase individual satisfaction and
reduce the present administration problems experienced in run-
ning BEQ's where sizeable portions of the residents desire to
live elsewhere.
2. Leased housing should be expanded for both married and
bachelor personnel. There is a sizeable portion of both popu-
lations who prefer this housing option over the other more ex-
treme options of government or civilian housing.
3. Comrats should be granted to all members who desire it.
Present policy calls for maximum granting of Comrats for per-
sonnel assigned to shore units. In fact, there are still large
numbers of personnel who desire a cash subsistence allowance
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who are required to receive their meals in-kind. The privi-
ledge of receiving a cash allowance should be extended to those
personnel who are assigned to large afloat units. This would
eliminate one of the disadvantages of sea duty.
4. The Coast Guard should, to the maximum extent possible,
get out of the exchange business. Exchanges are only required
in isolated or overseas locations where civilian alternatives
are not available.
5. Civilian medical care should be sought for both depen-
dent and active duty care. The health plan for civilian care
should be a pre-paid plan similar to Blue Cross/Blue Shield as
opposed to a reimbursement plan like CHAMPUS . Military medi-
cal care should again be reserved only for isolated or overseas
units.
6. The service should adopt a cafeteria-style benefit
package. This type plan would result in every expenditure on
compensation being valued by its recipients. Individual de-
sires for compensation would be better accommodated. The more
senior personnel could draw a majority of their compensation in
cash which was their indicated preference. Junior personnel
could retain the portions of the benefit package which appeal
to them most. This system would promote equitable compensation
for all personnel.
7. At least some portion of the present non-monetary com-
pensation policies should be altered to provide some sense of
belonging to the organization for junior enlisted personnel.
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Perhaps this could be done by providing a petty officer's club
for paygrades E-4 to E-9. If more senior members opt for civil-
ian housing, the vacated government quarters could be utilized
by junior personnel. These changes could result in an improved
attitude for junior personnel about the Coast Guard as an or-
ganization that is concerned with people as individuals.
B. AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY
Obviously, if a cafeteria-style compensation plan were im-
plemented, there would have to be a large scale effort to put
some monetary value on services that are presently provided.
The market value of housing and meals would have to be estab-
lished. If members prefer to shop from civilian grocery outlets,
some measure on monthly commissary savings per individual would
have to be established. A study should establish the value
that members put on the monthly savings provided by the com-
missary system. The value assigned by individual members may
very well be less than the present expense to provide the com-
missary system. If so, members could be compensated in cash
and the commissary system could be abolished for all but iso-
lated units.
Another study could establish to what extent members would
be willing to pay for civilian dependent and active duty medi-
cal care. The desire for civilian medical care seems great
enough that members may well be willing to share some portion




COAST GUARD HOUSING QUESTIONNAIRE
Note: This questionnaire has been retyped in a different for-




COAST GUARD HOUSING QUESTIONNAIRE
1. Name:
2. What is your paygrade?
3. What is your marital status?
M Married
Other (widowed, divorced, single, legally separated)
Ur. Male or Female?
M Male
F Female
5. Your Dependents (not including your spouse)
For purposes of this survey a No . Age Sex
dependent is someone who counts
towards your BAQ payment and 2
who would normally live with 3
you. (Do not include your k
spouse) 5
6
Age should be to the nearest 7
whole year. Use "M" for Male 8
and "F" for Female. List a
maximum of 8 dependents only
.
Married Only
6. Are you now accompanied by your family?
A Yes (omit question 7)
B No, Mainly because adequate housing is not available.
(answer question 7)
C No, mainly for other reasons, (omit question 7)
For those of you who answered 6B above if you had brought






8. If you live in government quarters officially declared
inadequate (forfeiting) all or a part of your BAQ, did you




9. In what type of housing are you now living?
A I live in C.G. owned government housing
B I live in DOD owned government housing
C I live in Coast Guard leased housing
5 I live in military housing officially declared inade-
quate (forfeit any or all BAQ)
E I live in government controlled BEQ/BOQ facility
F I live aboard a C.G. cutter
G I own or am buying a house
H I 'am renting off base civilian house, apartment or
mobile home.
I I own or am buying a mobile home
10. How many bedrooms are there in the housing where you live?
Bachelors Only
11. If you rent do you share quarters with:
A No one B One other person C Two other persons
D Three other persons E More
12. Are you drawing BAQ? A YES B NO
To Be Answered By All Personnel
13. Are you drawing BAS or Comrats? A YES B NO
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14. If you rent or are purchasing a home, how much does your
housing cost? (Average per month) (Your individual cost





Utilities (Heat, light, water)
Take this amount to the nearest dollar and print in the
space below. (If your average monthly housing cost is $98
the correct figure to put in the space is 098)
15. Considering your present income, the local community, and
the housing you now occupy, would you prefer to:
A Live in government owned housing
B Live in government leased housing
C Rent civilian housing
D Buy civilian housing
16. Considering your present income and the local community,




U Unsuitable (Check one or more)
B Inadequate utilities P _Structural Conditions
C Equipment G Neighborhood
D Number of bedrooms H Cost
E_ Excessive commuting time
17. If you live off base, what means of transportation do you
use to report for duty?




How long does it take you to travel one way from your
residence to your duty station?
A Less than 30 minutes
3 Less than 60 minutes
C More than 60 minutes
How many miles is it one way from your residence to your
duty station?
Which of the following was the most important factor in
obtaining your first permanent residence at your present
unit?
A My own efforts
B Efforts of friends or relatives
C Efforts of my sponsor
D Efforts of my unit's housing representative or other
unit official
21. How long did it take you to find your first permanent resi-
dence at your present duty station?
A About a week
B About two weeks
C About three weeks
D About a month
E Over a month
22. If you own or are buying a home or mobile home at your
present duty station, what was the:
Year purchased 78, 79, etc... A
Purchase price (in dollars) B
23. When you received orders to your current permanent duty
station, did you also receive an information packet about
government and community housing in the area from your new
unit or the district office?
A Yes-did not request packet B Yes-had to request packet
No D No-did not know packets were available
No-requested a packet but did not receive one
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Zk. Were you assigned a "sponsor" (a member from your new com-
mand) to help you and your family get settled in the area
when you were transferred to your current unit?
A Yes-I requested a sponsor
B_ Yes-A sponsor was assigned without requesting
C No-I did not want a sponsor
D No-I did not know about the sponsor program or that
someone was available to help us
E No-I requested a sponsor but none was assigned
25. What was the approximate out-of-pocket expense you incurred
during your last PCS move? (Include non-reimbursable ex-






1. Present paygrade s 2. Marital status:
3. Number of dependents: (For purposes of this survey
a dependent is someone who counts towards your BAQ payment
and who would normally live with you.
)
Questions ^ through 9 concern mess hall food service and are
for enlisted personnel only.
k. Are you drawing BAS or Comrats? YES NO (circle one)
5. Are you assigned to a ship which provides a separate eating
facility? YES NO (circle one)





7. Considering your present income and duty assignment, do you
feel that the mess hall food service is:
Suitable











8 . Would you prefer a short-order grill type mess hall to a
system of prepared meals from published menus?
Short-order grill Prepared menus
Question 9 is only for those personnel not receiving BAS or
Comrats
.
9. Considering your present income and the local community,
would you prefer the present mess hall system or to receive
BAS or comrats and utilize eating facilities other than
the mess hall?
Present system Prefer to receive BAS or
Comrats
Question 10 through 17 concern the commissary and exchange
systems
10. How long does it take you to travel to the nearest commissary?
Less than 15 minutes
15 to 30 minutes
30 to ^5 minutes
More than ^5 minutes






12. Is the commissary where you do your shopping often overcrowded?
YES NO





1^. Which would you prefer:
The present commissary system, or
An alternate system where commissaries would be closed
and you would receive a monthly cash increase which
would represent the savings previously provided by
commissaries and be required to shop on the civilian
economy
.
15. What percent of your shopping do you do at the exchange





16. Are comparable civilian retail stores more conveniently
located to your residence than the closest exchange?
YES NO
17. If the exchange system were discontinued, would your life-
style be seriously affected?
YES NO
Questions 18 through 21 concern military medical care.




19. Are civilian medical facilities more conveniently located




20. Do you consider your present medical care:
Suitable





21. Which would you prefer for your medical care as an active
duty member
:
The present military health system, or
A system to provide civilian care at no cost, similar
to the Blue Cross/Blue Shield coverage provided to
employees of many corporations.
Questions 22 through 25 concern general compensation issues.
22. Do you think the present military compensation system is
fair for both single and married military members?
YES NO
23. Is it desirable to have non-monetary differences in the
fringe benefits of officers and enlisted personnel, i.e.,
separate clubs, separate housing, separate parking spaces,
etc ....
YES NO
24. Would you prefer a more flexible pay system where you could
chose specific fringe benefits and take the remainder of
your total compensation in cash over the present system?
New system Present system
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25. Which would you prefer:
_
The present system of pay and allowances including
benefits, commissaries, exchanges, or
Straight salary where the value of the benefit pack-
age including the tax benefit would be added to your
paycheck and each individual would have to provide
for their own personal needs.
Please return the completed survey using the attached pre-
addressed return envelope. Thank you.
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